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my understanding of this is that windows 8.1 (like windows 10) and a later-released windows
operating system than that version can be installed and subsequently activated onto a new system

that is without a previous windows operating system installed on the new system. the copy of
windows 8.1 or windows 10 could then be activated and placed into service on the new system. the
answer is yes. i have done it before but for ease of use i suggested the activation thru ms support.

the link is http://support.microsoft.com/download/pst. this is the link that allows direct activation of a
license from the original product key. i found it to work on the two machines i used it on. i am an it
technician for a small computer repair shop. we only do windows. i had a customer with a windows
8.1 laptop. she had a problem with her laptop so i took a look at it. windows 8.1 was on the laptop

and the laptop had two hard drives. the hard drive on the c: drive was almost completely filled with
registry data. my question was; what software was the person using that had that much registry

data. it was games. i thought that was strange as i know that on many ms programs, data is stored
on the registry. i just installed win 8.1 on a new windows 10 computer. i had to reinstall the wifi card.

when i tried to update to win 10, it took a while to start. i have had problems with the internet
connection sharing and the windows 10 update. i wonder if win 10 does not work as well as win 8.1
did. is it still ok to use both on the same computer? i think that i will try to boot my new computer in

windows 8.1. maybe i will be successful. i just found out that windows 7 can not be activated to a
computer that is already activated to a previous version of windows operating system. i think i will
be able to fix that problem after i uninstall windows 8.1 on my new computer. thank you very much
for the information. i hope that i will be able to fix my problem when i boot on my new computer.
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this solution means that you will have a backup of the important files of your pc without using disks
or external hard drives (hdd/ssd). i used it when windows 7 was upgraded to win8 and i was not so

interested in keeping the new system. hope that you like my solution. i purchased the windows 8 pro
upgrade from microsoft. i received a key from microsoft and installed it on my laptop. my laptop has

a different product key on its sticker than the one on the sticker on the computer itself. after the
windows 8 pro upgrade installed, i was prompted to activate windows 8 pro and i provided the

activation key from microsoft. i was then asked if i wanted to continue. i said yes and was then told
that my key was not valid. i'm trying to activate windows 8 pro on a computer with windows 7 home

premium. i received a key from microsoft and installed it on my laptop. my laptop has a different
product key on its sticker than the one on the sticker on the computer itself. after the windows 8 pro
upgrade installed, i was prompted to activate windows 8 pro and i provided the activation key from
microsoft. i was then told that my key was not valid. i have the activation key but don't know how to

activate windows 8. i can see the installation of the w8.1 update, but it does not activate. i know i
have the right key, because i also activated the w7 copy of windows 8 that i installed on this

machine a while ago. i bought a copy of windows 8 pro from microsoft. it had the sticker on the box
telling me the key was on the hardware sticker inside the box. i put that key on the activation screen

and it said i activated properly. what do i need to do to activate this? 5ec8ef588b
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